
Magic Melon

When life gives you a truckload of

tropical, sour and sweet �avour it can

feel like someone tossed a couple ripe

honeydews off a rooftop into a giant
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Please view www.prairiecanna.ca for stock details.

Cultivator Highlight

"We’re a diverse group of humans brought together by our shared passion for

the plant. As a licensed cannabis producer, our goal is to meet the high

expectations of Canada’s cannabis consumers. From our grow rooms to our

headquarters in beautiful Vancouver, BC, our people work hard every day to

deliver on that promise. They’re a little obsessed. It’s kind of a thing."

Check Out Their Website!
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vat of mango sherbet and you know

what? That sounds like the origin

story of a supervillain who wears

Hawaiian shirts and might actually

make fedoras cool again. Thankfully,

it’s just the natural terpinolene,

caryophyllene and myrcene talking in

this mega melon-forward, Sativa-

dominant Hybrid. With �avours like

these, honey de�nitely won’t mind if

you dew. Hot melon pun action.

THC:  83% CBD: 0.01%

Plant Type:  Sativa-dominant Hybrid

Flavor Pro� le:  Sour, Sweet

Banana Daze

Things can get slippery with banana peels in the mix, but in this case we’re

using them for good instead of evil. Banana Daze is a sweet Hybrid with fruity,

banana peel �avour, a hint of spice, and Ghost OG x Skunk Haze roots. No actual

bananas were harmed in the production of this strain but if you’re craving fresh

banana �avour, the myrcene, caryophyllene and limonene in Banana Daze

de�nitely give it that a-peel.

THC:  83% CBD: 0.01%

Plant Type:  Hybrid

Flavor Pro� le:  Fruity, Spice, Banana

Shop BZAM

New In-Stock
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Ecotone - GG4 - 14g

We’re not usually starstruck, but

bringing this popular new strain in-

house had our team buzzing. GG#4 is

a potent Hybrid strain that packs a

major punch - leading some users to

describe themselves as being “glued”

to the couch, if you catch our drift... .

Its chunky, resin-covered buds carry a

unique terpene mix, giving off a hint

of mocha with a strong earthy musk.

THC:  24.2% CBD: 0.05%

Plant Type:  Indica-dominant Hybrid

Pro� le:  Earthy, Mocha

Tenzo – Orangeade - Pre-

Roll – 6 x  0.5g

Orangeade is an extremely �avorful

Sativa-dominant Hybrid. Pop a bottle

and experience waves of orange

crush, with sticky lime green buds

dusted in frosty trichomes. The

�avour pro�le is smooth, delivering

sweet citrus and �oral notes.

THC:  20.2% CBD: 0.06%

Plant Type:  Sativa-dominant Hybrid 

Pro� le:  Sweet, Citrus, Floral

Table Top - Sticky Buns -

3.5g & 28g

The charmingly sweet smell of this

BC-grown, Indica-dominant Hybrid is

almost like a funny joke because by

the time the robust �avour hits your

Western Cannabis –

Glookies – 3.5g

Western Cannabis’ Glookies is a lanky

Sativa that treats the consumer to

the �avor and scent pairing of freshly

cut green apple and oranges. Glookies
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tongue you’ll be like, damn, these

Sticky Buns are more like OG buns of

steel. The sticky situation comes from

the big, sticky trichomes covering the

dense, deep green buds. De�nitely

bring a napkin.

THC:  23.3% CBD: 0.01%

Plant Type:  Indica-dominant Hybrid

Flavor Pro� le:  Vanilla, Earth, Mint

is a cross between Gorilla Glue #4 x

Thin Mint Girl Scout Cookies,

providing dense �owers of bright

green with beautiful purple hues. Our

Glookies tends to provide an uplifting

experience that can be enjoyed

watching movies or getting s**t done.

The top terpenes in this strain include

Farnesene, Trans-Caryophyllene, and

Limonene. Western Cannabis is

locally owned and operated in Regina,

SK.

THC:  26.5% CBD: 0.05%

Plant Type:  Sativa

Flavor Pro� le:  Green Apple, Oranges
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Store Hours:
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Contact:  (306) 954-0315
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Prince Albert

180 17th Street West
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Prince Albert, SK
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Store Hours:
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Contact:  (306) 970-1199
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